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Gooberment Loses Vaccine Lawsuit: (More)

Rebecca Campbell: US Government Loses Vaccine Lawsuit — Has Lied to the Public
for Decades — Vaccines NOT Tested — Autism Will Drop If Parents Use This Case to
Legally Challenge Mandated Vaccinations.
Vaccine injury lawyer Robert F. Kennedy Jr., Del Bigtree, producer of the suppressed
anti-vaccine documentary, Vaxxed and the Informed Consent Action Network (ICAN) are
credited with this victory. They demanded the relevant government documents proving that
all federally approved vaccines had been tested for quality over the past 32 years — and there
were none.
There are the huge legal and practical implications in this legal victory for the American
people. (More)

_________________________________

Huge HHS Vaccine Scandal

Vaccines Not Tested For Safety Since 1986
#Vaxxed Del Bigtree and RFK Jr.
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WAR ON HEALTH:

Immunologist: Unvaccinated Children Pose Zero Risk 
https://newspunch.com/immunologist-unvaccinated-children-risk/
Vaccine insert for Hep. B:
https://www.merck.com/product/usa/pi_circulars/r/recombivax_hb/recombivax_pi.pdf
Vaccine Insert for Gardasil:
https://www.merck.com/product/usa/pi_circulars/g/gardasil/gardasil_pi.pdf
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Vaccine Insert for Gardisil 9:
https://www.merck.com/product/usa/pi_circulars/g/gardasil_9/gardasil_9_pi.pdf
Former President of Merck Led Secret Biowarfare Program, Influencing Experiments on
Americans
https://www.blacklistednews.com/Former_President_of_Merck_Led_Secret_Biowarfare_Progr
am,_Influencing_Experiments_on_Americans/58232/0/38/38/Y/M.html
Vaccine Deaths reported (Judicial Watch):
http://www.judicialwatch.org/files/documents/2009/vaersdeathsALL_20090616.pdf
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HOW TO SAY "NO" TO VACCINES AND SMART METERS

"Before accepting vaccinations for you or your child it is critical to
get the providers of those vaccines to sign this form accepting
liability..." (PDF)

The "Opt-Out" contract IS A SCAM! This video presents detailed info how to more
effectively refuse and challenge harmful and illegal programs which attempt to force you to
accept dangerous policies such as vaccinations and spying/transmitting utility meters. This
video goes into detail to present your legal options and explain the powerful free documents at
FreedomTaker.com which are designed to put the authority back in your hands.

Download Vaccine Liability Document (PDF)

Download Vaccine Liability Document (Word)
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"Before accepting vaccinations for you or your child it is critical to get the providers of
those vaccines to sign this form accepting liability..."
The VACCINATION NOTICE And Acceptance of Liability by the vaccination providers
Vaccinations have been proven to be extremely hazardous, unsafe, contaminated and often
completely ineffective.
They have even been used to fraudulently deliver sterility drugs under guise of "Malaria"
vaccines! Tens of thousands of people are killed every year by vaccines, millions are injured
permanently worldwide. Even after decades of tragedies and atrocities caused by
vaccinations, pharmaceutical interests have been allowed to buy corrupt legislation to try and
force literally every American to accept this invasive and dangerous treatment. Vaccines have
been scientifically found to be associated with a modern Autism epidemic and a host of other
crippling and life-threatening injuries, illnesses and unexpected consequences.
Pharmaceutical companies have even obtained legislation making themselves IMMUNE
FROM LIABILTY for the harm they know vaccines cause!
People only seek immunity when they KNOW THEY ARE GUILTY. If you feel you must accept
a vaccine, DO NOT do so until you REQUIRE THE VACCINE PROVIDERS AND
REGULATION ENFORCERS ACCEPT LIABILITY FOR THE DAMAGE THEY CAUSE with
the free download contract form above called "Vaccination Notice".
Before accepting vaccinations for you or your child it is critical to get the providers of
those vaccines to sign this form accepting liability and admitting the hazards so that you
will have recourse against the many serious injuries and illnesses which vaccines are known
to cause. You are welcome to modify the form or have an attorney do so, it is a free template.
Vaccine providers and regulators may refuse to sign this form because they know they are
peddling poison, but refusal to sign the form is ADMISSION that harm may result from the
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vaccination. If vaccinations were truly harmless, they would gladly sign the form and accept
liability. If the vaccination providers do not sign the form, and thereby infer that vaccinations
are hazardous, they have no right to demand that you accept their dangerous and ineffective
medical treatments.
By the way, if you disagree with any of the above points and you believe people may be
forced to accept risky medical treatments such as vaccines, then contact us. You may
be invited to participate in a videotaped and published debate opposite medical researchers
and scientists on the health effects and safety record of vaccines. Can you support the idea of
mass forced vaccinations by non-physician politicians? Here's your chance!
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